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ABSTRACT. This study examines the inflation-hedging properties of European real estate stocks in
developed and emerging markets over 1990 to 2011. The Fama and Schwert model and a dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS) regression were employed to study the inflation-hedging characteristics of
European real estate stocks over the short run and long run. The empirical results show little inflationhedging ability of European real estate stocks over the short run. Over the long run, developed real
estate stocks provide a positive inflation hedge against expected inflation, while no similar evidence
is found in the emerging markets. The findings suggest that the inflation-hedging properties of real
estate stocks are related to the institutional involvement in the real estate stock markets. The finding
could have profound implications to institutional investors.
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The European debt crisis and the Global Financial
Crisis (GFC) have had a strong negative impact
on the European economics. In response to the
worsening economic climate, a loose monetary
policy has been widely implemented by many
central banks. Loose monetary policy is adopted
by cutting interest rate and providing massive
injections of money into economics. This is clearly
demonstrated by Fig. 1 in which the European
Central Bank has cut the interest rate on the
main refinancing operations (MROs) significantly
in recent years. A similar trend was also found
in the United Kingdom (U.K.). But a continuation
of very loose monetary policy could heighten
inflation expectation in the long run, particularly
during the process of recovery from financial crisis
(Kearns et al. 2010). In fact, inflationary pressures
have been evident in many European countries in
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2002). This feature is highly desirable for longrun institutional investors, such as pension funds
and insurance companies(Hoesli et al. 2008;
Zhang, Ewald 2010). Importantly, this could
be one of the main motivations for institutional
investors to invest in property (Newell 1996).
Nevertheless, some adverse features of direct
property investments have limited the possibility
for large institutional investors to hold and manage
a well-diversified direct property portfolio. These
adverse features are large size of investments, the
lack of a central market, high transaction costs,
low liquidity, the need for local knowledge and
management burdens (Seiler et al. 2001; Wilson,
Zurbruegg 2003). Thus, real estate stocks emerge
as an essential property investment vehicle to
overcome these drawbacks. Real estate stocks
are securitised forms of real estate. Therefore,
securitised real estate, particularly REITs exhibit
some unique characteristics compared to general
stocks (i.e. high dividend payout). In addition,
recent real estate studies have shown a structural
change in the securitised real estate market.
Importantly, these studies offered evidence to
support the notion of securitised real estate behave
more like unsecuritised real estate and better linked
to real estate fundamentals since 1992 (Clayton,
MacKinnon 2003; Lee et al. 2008). In other words,
securitised real estate looks less and less like
common stocks (Ghosh et al. 1996; Lee, Chiang
2010). Furthermore, the increasing popularity of
real estate securities in Europe is also illustrated
by Fig. 2. The total market capitalisation of the
FTSE/EPRA NAREIT Developed Europe Index
has increased considerably from €46.4 billion in
Jan 2009 to €91.9 billion in April 2012, suggesting
that European real estate securities have been
widely accepted by investors as an important asset
class. To further develop the European securitised
real estate markets, futures contracts written on
European real estate securities have also been
launched in recent years (Lee et al. 2014). All of
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recent years. For instance, as of December 2011,
the Eurozone inflation rate was 2.8%, which well
above its 2% target (RREEF 2012).
Many central banks have also acknowledged
that a stable and low inflation environment is
the overriding goal of monetary policy (Bernanke,
Woodford 1997). Moreover, inflation targeting
in various forms have been adopted in many
countries such as Australia, the UK and Czech
Republic (Svensson 1999). Therefore, central
banks would adjust their monetary policies (i.e.
adjusting the official interest rate) in response to
inflation movements. Importantly, the changes
will have significant impact on the economy. As
highlighted by Svensson (1999), the monetary
policy changes will not only affect inflation rates,
but also exchange rate movements and nominal
wages. As a result, inflation has a significant
impact on the economy of a country.
Although many central banks have dedicated
to provide a low inflation environment, investors,
particularly long-term investors would prefer
an asset that provides a complete hedge against
inflation. As discussed by Glascock et al. (2002),
inflation is a significant determinant in asset
returns. Specifically, rational investors want
to maintain the same level of real returns or
purchasing power. In other words, investment
vehicles that will offer protection to wealth will
be highly desirable. This feature is of particular
interest to sponsors, insurance companies and
defined benefit pension funds which have to pay
to their members benefits linked to earnings that
generally rise with inflation (Glascock et al. 2002;
Hoesli et al. 2008). In short, inflation is a key
consideration in investment decision making for
many institutional investors.
Traditionally, property has been viewed as
a good hedge against inflation. In the property
literature, direct properties in general represent
a good hedge against inflation (Hartzell et al.
1987; Gyourko, Linneman 1988; Glascock et al.

Fig. 2. The market capitalisation of the FTSE/ERPA NAREIT Developed Europe Index
Source: DataStream (2012)
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these have clearly demonstrated the significance
of European real estate securities as an important
tool for institutional investors in their portfolio
management. By considering these factors, a
specific study of inflation-hedging ability of real
estate stocks is a compelling topic for research to
enable more informed and practical investment
decision-making regarding the role of real estate
stocks in a mixed-asset portfolio.
One of the critical issues, however, in the
property literature is whether real estate securities
exhibit desirable inflation-hedging characteristics
in the same manner as direct property investments.
To address this issue, academic studies have
examined the inflation risk of real estate stocks.
Among these studies, the United States (U.S.)
securitised real estate market has been widely
studied. These studies generally indicate that
U.S. REITs provide either no inflation hedge or a
perverse inflation hedge in the short run. Similar
results are also demonstrated in various European
public traded real estate stock markets (Hoesli
et al. 1997; Liu et al. 1997; Stevenson 2001; Maurer, Sebastian 2002; Hoesli et al. 2008). Numerous
studies have also investigated the long-run
hedging properties of real estate stocks by using a
cointregration test (Chatrath, Liang 1998; Ganesan, Chiang 1998; Stevenson 2001; Glascock et al.
2002). Nevertheless the test does not guarantee
positive relationships among the cointegrated
series (Enders 1995). The inconclusive findings
suggested there are many issues surrounding the
inflation-hedging characteristics of real estate
stocks that have not been investigated.
The aim of this study is to explore the shortrun and long-run inflation-hedging properties
of European real estate stocks in developed
and emerging markets. Specifically this study
investigates the following questions:

(1) Do European real estate stocks hedge against
inflation in the short run or/and in the long
run?
(2) Do European real estate stocks in developed
markets behave differently from those in
emerging markets in terms of their inflationhedging properties?
By answering these questions, this study will
offer contributions to the following areas. First,
this study serves as a new test for the institutional
involvement hypothesis (Lee, Lee 2012). They
postulate that the long-run inflation-hedging
properties of real estate stocks are related to
the investor composition in the real estate stock
markets. Although Lee et al. (2011) showed that
real estate stocks in emerging markets do not
provide satisfactory inflation-hedging benefits
over the long run. But, they did not present any
evidence to support that the long-run inflationhedging effectiveness is available in developed
markets. Developed markets feature with a higher
degree of participation by institutional investors.
This is demonstrated by Table 1.
Table 1 clearly shows that developed markets
are characterised with more institutional investors.
Specifically, the financial assets of institutional
investors in developed markets (i.e. the UK, France
and Germany) worth more than USD$2trillion
in 2005, whereas the corresponding figures for
emerging markets were less than USD$47billion.
It is further supported by the percentage of
financial assets held by institutional investors over
GDP. In 2005, the percentages ranged from 19%
in the Czech Republic to 207% in the UK. Overall,
these statistics clearly show that the degree of
institutionalisation differs markedly between
emerging and developed markets.
Importantly, institutional investors would
improve the market efficiency since institutional

Table 1. Institutional investors in developed and emerging markets
Market

Financial assets of institutional investors
in billion (USD$)

as a percentage of GDP

2000

2005

2000

2005

France

1736

2310

130.7

160.2

Germany

1887

2271

99.3

116.0

United Kingdom

3051

3397

210.3

207.4

Poland

12

47

6.8

23.6

Czech Republic

9

13

16.3

19.0

Panel A: Developed

Panel B: Emerging

Sources: adopted from Gonnard et al. (2008) and OECD (2012).
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investors tend to attract the analyst’s attention.
Wang et al. (1995) have found that strong
participation from institutional investors will
reduce the agency problem and enhance the market
efficiency via the increase information production
from financial analyst coverage. Moreover, Wiley
and Zumpano (2009) also argued that institutional
investors are sophisticated investors and they
have extensive resources (i.e. research) in making
prudent investment decisions compared to
individual investors. This is also consistent with
the findings of Ziering et al. (1997) and Lee et al.
(2008). The authors have found that institutional
investors are informed and rational investors. In
addition, they have improved information flow and
assisted indirect property prices more accurately
reflect the performance of underlying real estate.
Emerging markets, on the other hand, are
typically characterised by less informed and
less rational investors than developed markets
(Spyrou 2004). This characteristic makes a direct
comparison of the inflation-hedging effectiveness
of real estate stocks in developed and emerging
markets as a natural laboratory for evaluating the
institutional involvement proposition. Therefore,
this study will extend the study of Lee et al. (2011)
and provide a more complete understanding of the
institutional involvement hypothesis. In addition,
this current study could provide some insights
to investors in the markets where institutional
involvement is expected to change.
Second, this study extends our current
understanding of the notion of inflation adjustment
process that is proposed by Hoesli et al. (2008).
Specifically, they asserted that real estate stocks
should show strong inflation-hedging ability in the
long run. In this study, we find evidence to support
the inflation adjustment process hypothesis in
which real estate stocks act as a good hedge against
inflation in the long run, but also the evidence that
different real estate markets have different levels
of inflation adjustment speed. Therefore, we found
little long-run inflation-hedging effectiveness of
real estate stocks in emerging markets in respect
to the markets have a slower inflation adjustment
speed due to a lower degree of institutional
investors’ involvement and less transparent
information, implying that institutional investors
could play a vital role in enhancing the inflationhedging effectiveness of real estate stocks.
Third, we extend the limited long-run
inflation-hedging studies of real estate stocks
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to developed markets and emerging markets in
Europe. To the best of our knowledge, this study
is the first study that explores explicitly the longrun inflation-hedging properties of real estate
stocks in European markets other than the UK
and German markets. More importantly, unlike
previous studies in Europe; this study employs a
dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS) model to
investigate the inflation-hedging characteristics
of European property stocks over the long-run for
the first time. The advantages of a DOLS model is
also discussed by Stock and Watson (1993), Masih
and Masih (1996) and Lee and Lee (2012). Hence,
this study would offer some important insights to
investors who invested in real estate stocks in both
developed and emerging markets.
Fourth, an examination and comparison of
inflation-hedging features of property stocks
in multiple developed and emerging markets
will shed additional light on the debate of the
differences between developed and emerging
property markets. Numerous studies have
compared the performance and diversification
characteristics between developed and emerging
property markets (Barry et al. 1996; Barry, Rodriguez 2004), while there is far less formal attention
has been place to the inflation-hedging properties
of real estate stocks. This study, therefore, is
crucial for investors and policy-makers to further
recognise the dissimilarities between emerging
and developed property markets.
Lastly, as far as we are aware of, this is the
first study on the long-run and short-run inflationhedging effectiveness of real estate stocks in
Poland and the Czech Republic. Importantly, the
risk of rising inflation is even more apparent in
these countries. For instance, the recent annual
inflation rates in Poland (3.9%) and the Czech
Republic (3.8%) were higher than the Euro area
(2.7%) in March 2012 (TradingEconomics 2012).
The higher inflation risks in these countries also
indicate that inflation hedging is a more critical
component for investors in these markets. As such,
this study offers some important insights to Polish
and Czech investors to improve their investment
decision making.
The remainder of this paper is organised as
follows. The following section provides a literature
review on the inflation-hedging ability of real estate
stocks. Section 3 presents data and methodology.
Section 4 reports and discusses empirical results.
The final section concludes the paper.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The effectiveness of real estate securities to serve
as inflation hedges has received considerable
attention in the property literature. A number of
studies have documented the perverse inflation
hedge phenomenon of real estate security returns.
Gyourko and Linneman (1988) and Park et al.
(1990) have offered empirical evidence of US
REITs are significantly and negatively related to
both expected and unexpected inflation. Yobaccio
et al. (1995) showed that US REITs are perverse
inflation hedges, even though the impact of stocks
has been controlled.
Comparable international evidence was also
illustrated by Liu et al. (1997) from 7 real estate
security markets (i.e. Australia, France, Japan,
South Africa, Switzerland, the UK and the
US). Their results revealed either a negative or
insignificant relationship between inflation and
real estate stock returns. The similar inconclusive
results for real estate stocks in the UK were
also demonstrated by Hoesli et al. (1997). In
Europe, Maurer and Sebastian (2002) evaluated
the inflation-hedging properties of real estate
stocks in Germany, France, Switzerland and the
UK. Consistent with the previous studies, the
results indicated that indirect properties in these
countries provide either no inflation hedge or a
perverse inflation hedge in the short run.
A number of studies have attempted to explain
the observed negative relationship between
inflation and property stock returns. One of the
possible explanations is the proxy hypothesis. This
hypothesis was first introduced by Fama (1981)
and Geske and Roll (1983) in which the observed
anomaly actually reflects the relationships between
inflation and other fundamental real activities
and monetary policy. Darrat and Glascock (1989)
examined the inflation-hedging effectiveness of US
REITs, real estate investment and management
firms. Their results provided some support for the
proxy hypothesis in which a weak relationship
between inflation and US real estate stock
returns was evident. Nevertheless, the influences
of monetary policy and the common stock market
have significant lagged effects on current real
estate returns. Glascock et al. (2002) further
postulated that the perverse inflation puzzle for
REITs is merely a manifestation of the effects of
changes in monetary policies. Once monetary and
other macro variables are controlled, the inverse
relation between REIT returns and inflation goes
away. Therefore, they argued that the perverse
inflation hedge in the REIT market is spurious.
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Distinctions are further made between shortrun and long-run relationships. Chatrath and
Liang (1998) found that REITs tend to be longterm inflation hedges. Although they did not find
any evidence that REIT returns are positively
associated with temporary or permanent
components of inflation measures in the short run,
they found REITs provided an inflation hedge to
investors in the long run. Moreover, Ganesan and
Chiang (1998) also documented real estate stocks
in Hong Kong are cointegrated with inflation. In
contrast, little cointegration between real estate
stocks and inflation is demonstrated by Stevenson
(2001) in 10 international real estate markets.
Similar findings are also documented by Glascock
et al. (2002). The inconsistent findings could be
explained by the flaw of the cointegration test in
which it does not guarantee positive relationships
among the cointegrated series (Enders 1995).
Few existing studies have explicitly examined
the relationship between real estate stock prices
and inflation in the short-run and long-run. Hoesli
et al. (2008) was the first explicit investigation.
They adopted an error correction method to
investigate the linkages between inflation,
monetary policy, real activity and real estate
stocks in the US and UK over 1977–2003. Their
empirical tests showed that longer time horizons
will result in a positive relationship in accordance
with the expected Fisher (1930) relationship. They
also asserted that real estate stocks do response
to inflation changes through a gradual inflation
adjustment process. Therefore, real estate stocks
will only show inflation-hedging ability in the long
run. More recently, Obereiner and Kurzrock (2012)
presented comparable evidence in the German
property market. They exhibited that German real
estate stocks do provide a hedge against inflation
in the long run, although real estate stocks are
almost independent from inflation in the short run.
The findings support the hypothesis of Lee et al.
(1998) in which the Fisher effect only holds in the
long run.
Hardin III et al. (2012) provided an alternative
explanation to why short-term REIT returns are
often negatively related to expected inflation. They
attributed this anomaly to inflation illusion. They
found that REIT investors suffer with inflation
illusion. Importantly, the effect is a short run
phenomenon. Eventually, over a long term period,
investors correct the stock prices. The findings
echo the argument of Piazzesi and Schneider
(2008) that stocks can provide a long-term hedge
even though in the short-term, there is an inflation
illusion effect.
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In extending this line of research, Lee and Lee
(2012) compared the inflation hedging features
of US REITs before and after the early 1990s.
Interestingly, a positive relationship between US
REITs and anticipated inflation is only evident
in the long run after, though not before, the
early 1990s. Importantly, the authors related the
inflation-hedging characteristics of REITs to the
increase of institutional involvement. Their sizebased results further confirmed the argument of
institutional involvement improves the inflationhedging properties of REITs. Therefore, the authors
suggested that institutional investors are informed
and rational investors and they have improved
information flow and assisted REIT prices more
accurately reflect the performance of underlying real
estate (Ziering et al. 1997; Lee et al. 2008). Lee et al.
(2011) further tested the institutional involvement
hypothesis with three East Asian emerging markets
(i.e. Malaysia, the Philippines and Taiwan).
Consistent with the institutional involvement
conjecture, they did not find strong evidence to
support the notion of real estate stocks hedge against
inflation in these markets over the long term.
In summary, several studies have been
sought to understand the inflation-hedging
characteristics of real estate stocks in the short
run and long run, whereas specific studies in
emerging markets, particularly emerging markets
in Europe are relatively limited. More importantly,
the institutional involvement hypothesis is only
examined in the US and some Asian emerging
markets. Therefore, it is critically important to
examine the linkages between inflation-hedging
ability and institutional involvement in order to
enhance the investment decision making process
of institutional investors.
3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Data
To assess the inflation-hedging properties of
property securities, the total monthly return of
European property stocks in three developed
and two emerging markets were collected. Three
developed markets are the UK, France and
German, whereas Poland and the Czech Republic
are the two emerging markets1. The FTSE EPRA/
1 These

five markets were selected in light of the
availability of data. Extending this study to other
European property markets, particularly emerging
markets, is infeasible due to the lack of a comprehensive
dataset in other European markets.
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NAREIT indices for the UK, France and Germany
were utilised to present the performances of British,
French and German property stocks respectively.
The Dow Jones Poland Real Estate Index was employed to measure the performance of Polish property stocks. However, the Czech property stock
prices were based on the Czech Republic Real
Estate Index. Given the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT
indices started only in 1990, this study commenced
from Jan 1990 to July 2011. It should be noted
that the data for Polish and Czech real estate
stocks spanned from February 2005-July 2011 and
January 1996-July 2011 respectively due to the
limitations of data. Moreover, this study examines
the inflation-hedging effectiveness of real estate
stocks. Thus it allows us to employ monthly data.
Monthly data was widely utilised to analyse the
inflation-hedging ability of securitised real estate
(i.e. Yobaccio et al. 1995; Maurer, Sebastian 2002;
Glascock et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2012).
Consistent with Spyrou (2004) and Lee et al.
(2011), industrial production and M2 money supply
are proxies of real activities and monetary policies.
M2 money supply and industrial production are
proxies of real activities and monetary policies.
Both variables are controlled in response to
Fama (1981) and Geske and Roll (1983) have
demonstrated that real activities and monetary
policies should be controlled in order to avoid a
perverse hedge. Comparable empirical evidence
has been documented by Glascock et al. (2002)
in US REITs. Specifically, Glascock et al. (2002)
have shown that the perverse inflation hedge in
the REIT market is spurious. They also attributed
it to the failure of controlling real activities and
monetary policies in estimating the link between
inflation and REITs. Therefore, the industrial
production and M2 figures of these 5 markets were
also obtained2.
Consumer price indices (CPI) were also obtained
to measure the inflation rates in these markets. All
data were downloaded from DataStream. Following
Hoesli et al. (2008), an ARIMA model was utilised
to estimate the expected and unexpected inflation
indices. To eliminate potential scaling effects,
all indices were set at 1.00 for the first month of
1990. The series were also logged for long-run/level
analyses and differenced as appropriate (Hoesli
et al. 2008). The summary statistics of the indices
are presented in Table 2.
2 Other variables such as interest rate, GDP, employment

and industrial output are not included in order to avoid
the issue of multicollinearity.
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As it can be seen from Table 2, real estate stocks
in emerging markets are very volatile in which the
standard deviation statistics of the Czech Republic
(15%) and Poland (10.9%) are considerably higher
than the UK (4.5%), France (4.9%) and Germany
(7.4%). The results provide some support for the
finding of Barry and Rodriguez (2004) that property
indices in emerging markets are more volatile
than developed markets. Another important
observation is the average monthly inflation rates
in emerging markets are also relatively higher
than developed markets. The figures are consistent
with our earlier discussion in which inflation risk
is more noticeable in emerging markets compared
to developed markets.
A preliminary picture of the inflation-hedging
properties of each market, obtained by comparing
inflation rates with the average return of real
estate stocks for each market, is also shown
in Table 2. Results here reveal that real estate
stock returns do not move in line with inflation,
particularly in emerging markets. Despite higher
inflation rates are observed in emerging markets,
little evidence of higher returns is found in these
markets. This implies that emerging markets offer
little inflation-hedging benefits. Nonetheless, the
preliminary results should be formally investigated
by rigorous tests.
Methodology
The analysis of this study involves two stages. The
first stage is to test the short-run inflation-hedging
characteristics of European property stocks. The
Fama and Schwert (1977) model was employed
to examine the inflation-hedging effectiveness of
European real estate stocks over the short run.
Subsequently, the linkages between inflation and
real estate stock returns in the long run were
investigated in the second stage. To assess the
linkages, a dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS)
model was carried out.
Fama and Schwert (1977) model
First, the Fama and Schwert (1977) model was
used in this study. The model was based on the
Fisher’s hypothesis; the expected nominal rate of
return is the sum of expected real rate of return and
the unexpected inflation. Hence, Fama and Schwert (1977) developed the following empirical model:
Rt = α + βE ( ∆t ) + γ  ∆t − E ( ∆t )  + εt ,

(1)

where: Rt represents the nominal asset return at
the time t; E ( ∆t ) and ∆t − E ( ∆t ) are the expected

Table 2. Descriptive summary
Real
estate
stocks

Inflation Money
rate
supply

Industrial
production

Panel A: United Kingdom
Mean

0.414

0.192

0.383

0.008

SD

4.545

0.422

4.751

0.805

Maximum

29.275

3.300

7.557

2.266

Minimum

–18.962 –1.000

–71.276 –4.302

Mean

0.890

0.143

0.390

–0.017

SD

4.917

0.182

1.677

3.170

Maximum

14.427

0.800

6.887

10.997

Minimum

–23.079 –0.500

–4.322

–9.312

Panel B: France

Panel C: Germany
Mean

0.281

0.156

0.441

0.089

SD

7.395

0.271

0.749

3.337

Maximum

34.518

1.800

4.237

11.867

Minimum

–34.509 –1.600

–4.906

–12.017

Mean

0.714

0.230

0.975

0.513

SD

10.892

0.348

1.032

7.075

Maximum

22.220

1.000

3.200

17.505

Minimum

–36.398 –0.400

–1.761

–13.987

Panel D: Poland

Panel E: Czech Republic
Mean

–1.353

0.296

0.575

0.315

SD

15.248

0.620

0.668

2.689

Maximum

65.316

3.979

2.741

8.092

Minimum

–45.024 –0.784

–2.074

–7.838

Notes: The first two moments (mean and standard deviations) are expressed in percentage form.

and the unanticipated monthly inflation rates
respectively in month t; et is the error term at the
time t; b and g are the coefficients to be estimated.
An asset is hedged against expected inflation
when b > 0, while g > 0 represents the asset is
hedged against unexpected inflation. Based on the
arguments of inflation adjustment process (Hoesli
et al. 2008) and inflation illusion (Hardin III et al.
2012), it is reasonable to expect little inflationhedging evidence is available from real estate
stocks in the short run. In addition, the Fama and
Schwert (1977) model is estimated by an OLS.
Dynamic ordinary least squares
A dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS) model
was undertaken to investigate the inflation-hedging
characteristics of European real estate stocks in
the long run. The model was proposed by Stock
and Watson (1993). As discussed by Masih and
Masih (1996) and Bentzen (2004), a DOLS model
is more favourable than a number of alternative
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estimators of long-run parameters, including
those proposed by Engle and Granger (1987),
Johansen (1988) and Phillips and Hansen (1990).
Moreover, the distribution of the DOLS estimators
is less dispersed and has fewer outliers than the
Johansen estimator (Thorbecke 2006). Specifically,
the DOLS model allows contemporaneous, lagged,
and lead values of differences of the right-hand
I(1)-regressors (Stock, Watson 1993; Wooldridge
2003).
Following Glascock et al. (2002) and Hoesli et al.
(2008), it is essential to control the real activity
and monetary policies in the long run equilibrium.
Therefore, inflation, industrial production and
monetary policies are included in the long-run
relationship with the real estate stocks market.
The model can be performed as follows:
ln(REIt ) = β0 + β1 ln(EINFt ) +
β2 ln(UEINFIt ) + β3 ln(MSt ) +
β4 ln(IPRt ) +
p

p

∑ γ1k ∆ ln(EINFt +k ) +

k= − p

∑ γ2k ∆ ln(UEINFt +k ) +

k= − p
p

∑ γ3k ∆ ln(MSt +k ) +

k= − p
p

∑ γ4k ∆ ln(IPRt +k ) + ξt ,

(2)

k= − p

where: ln() is the natural logarithm; REIt is the
property stock return index at the time t; EINFIt
and UEINFI t are expected and unexpected
inflation indices at the time t respectively; MSt is
money supply at the time t and IPRt is industrial
production at the time t. The optimal leads and
lags were selected on the Schwarz’s information
criterion (SIC). The coefficient of b1 is expected to
be positive, although no a priori sign for b2 (Porter,
Zhu 2007). It is also hypothesised that a positive
sign for b4, whereas no determinate sign for b3due
to the pro-cyclicality of monetary policies (Rushid,
Kim 2008).
To enhance the creditability of our results, the
long-run inflation-hedging properties of common
stocks were also carried out. This exercise allows
us to compare the inflation-hedging characteristics
of real estate stocks and common stocks. The
inflation-hedging effectiveness of common stocks
can be assessed as follows:
ln(SMIt ) = β0 + β1 ln(EINFt ) +
β2 ln(UEINFIt ) + β3 ln(MSt ) +

β4 ln(IPRt ) +
p
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p

∑ γ1k ∆ ln(EINFt +k ) +

k= − p

∑ γ2k ∆ ln(UEINFt +k ) +

k= − p
p

∑ γ3k ∆ ln(MSt +k ) +

k= − p
p

∑ γ4k ∆ ln(IPRt +k ) + ξt ,

(3)

k= − p

where: SMIt is the common stocks market index
in time t.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unit-root tests
To avoid spurious estimation by non-stationary
variables, the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
test and the Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin
(KPSS) (Kwiatkowski et al. 1992) stationary tests
were undertaken to assess the stationarity of the
series. Following McNown and Wallace (1994),
individual time series properties were examined
using two alternative tests (ADF and KPSS). The
null hypothesis in the ADF test is the presence of
a unit root. However, the KPSS test reverses the
null and alternative hypotheses. As demonstrated
by DeJong et al. (1989), the Dickey-Fuller tests
have low power against stable autoregressive alternatives with roots near unity. Therefore, a comparison of the results obtained from the ADF and
KPSS tests can give more insight into the time
series properties of the series. If both tests offer
similar conclusion, we have more confidence in
the stationarity properties of the series (McNown,
Wallace 1994). The results are shown in Table 3.
In Panel A, the ADF and KPSS results clearly
show that all UK level series contain unit roots and
their first differences are stationary, suggesting
that these variables will be included in the tests
for co-integrating relationship. The series of
France, Germany, Poland and the Czech Republic
also exhibit a very similar pattern in which all
series are I(1). Three variables require comment.
Although the German real estate stock return
index appears to be I(0) using the KPSS test, but
I(1) using the ADF test. Mixed results are also
found for expected inflation indices for Poland and
the Czech Republic. Specifically, both indices are
clearly to be I(1) when the series were tested using
the ADF tests, whereas the KPSS tests show the
series are I(2). To further confirm the stationarity
properties of these indices, the Phillip-Person
(PP) tests were also conducted for these series.
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Table 3. Unit-root tests
Market

Level series
ADF

Differenced series
KPSS

ADF

KPSS

Panel A: United Kingdom
Real estate stock return index

–1.963

1.490***

–6.092***

0.072

Expected inflation index

0.545

1.872***

–3.950***

0.448

Unexpected inflation index

1.184

1.347***

–9.674***

0.028

Money supply

–1.646

0.321**

–15.613***

0.107

Industrial production

–1.237

0.581**

–18.897***

0.057

Panel B: France
Real estate stock return index

–0.115

1.974***

–12.621***

0.138

Expected inflation index

–2.642*

2.009***

–13.972***

0.145

Unexpected inflation index

–0.984

0.355**

–13.979***

0.201

Money supply

0.857

2.040***

–18.218***

0.124

Industrial production

–1.212

0.423***

–16.120***

0.189

Panel C: Germany
Real estate stock return index

–1.654

0.181

–14.430***

0.120

Expected inflation index

1.790

2.024***

–8.168***

0.368

Unexpected inflation index

–1.736

0.531**

–14.571***

0.299

Money supply

–1.920

2.017***

–5.862***

0.358

Industrial production

–1.901

0.469**

–16.542***

0.076

–1.911

0.609**

–6.438***

0.300

Panel D: Poland
Real estate stock return index
Expected inflation index

1.178

1.164***

–5.958***

0.653**

Unexpected inflation index

0.794

1.947***

–3.127**

0.278

Money supply

–2.216

1.224***

–4.109***

0.399

Industrial production

–1.735

0.479**

–2.476

0.215

Panel E: Czech Republic
Real estate stock return index

0.705

0.985***

–4.233***

0.255

Expected inflation index

–2.980

1.602***

–4.467***

0.391***

Unexpected inflation index

–2.079

1.125***

–2.543**

0.185

Money supply

–1.173

1.654***

–13.146***

0.166

Industrial production

–0.460

1.553***

–18.921***

0.069

Notes: * Rejection of the unit root null hypothesis in the ADF test and the no unit root null hypothesis in the KPSS tests
at the 10% level of significance; ** Rejection of the unit root null hypothesis in the ADF test and the no unit root null
hypothesis in the KPSS tests at the 5% level of significance; *** Rejection of the unit root null hypothesis in the ADF
test and the no unit root null hypothesis in the KPSS tests at the 1% level of significance.

The PP results showed that these series are
I(1); thereby we can conclude that all series are
stationary at the first difference3.
Overall, all variables are I(1) series. Hence the
series were further tested for co-integration. The
presence of co-integration among the series was
assessed using the Johansen and Jeselius (JJ)
trace tests series. Results show that real estate
stocks, expected and unexpected inflation, real
activities and monetary policy are co-integrated.
These results are consistent with Glascock et al.
3 To

enhance the robustness of our results, the PP
tests were also performed for all series. The results
show little variations, reflecting that all variables are
stationary at I(1).

(2002) and Lee et al. (2011), signifying that these
variables are influenced by some unknown common
long term economic forces. Thus, controlling the
monetary policy and real activities are essential
for our long-run equilibriums. Since all of the
variables passed the tests for co-integration, the
DOLS approach is valid.
Short-run inflation-hedging properties
This section examines on the inflation-hedging
ability of European real estate stocks in the short
run. The Fama and Schwert (1977) model was utilised. The results are exhibited in Table 4.
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Table 4. Short-run inflation-hedging effectiveness
of real estate stock returns
Market

a

b

g

R2

UK

0.003
(0.407)

1.301
(1.109)

1.104
(0.647)

0.008

France

0.074
(1.456)

–29.671
(–1.126)

–4.750
(–0.511)

0.010

Germany

–0.019
(–1.304)

10.318
(1.615)

–4.079
(–1.549)

0.010

Poland

–0.010
(–0.281)

0.113
(0.386)

1.616
(0.504)

0.004

Czech
Republic

0.004
(0.582)

–2.219
(–1.025)

–0.592
(–1.369)

0.022

Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients for the
Fama and Schwert test. The model is estimated by

Rt = α + βE ( ∆t ) + γ  ∆t − E ( ∆t )  + εt ,

where: Rt presents the nominal asset return at the time t;
E ( ∆t ) and ∆t − E ( ∆t ) are the expected and the unanticipated monthly inflation rates respectively for a country
in month t; et is the error term at the time t. The NeweyWest produced is used to correct the standard errors for
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. *, **, *** denotes
significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.

The results in Table 4 show that irrespective of
market, real estate stocks do not appear to act as a
good hedge against expected inflation over a short
run. The coefficients for the expected inflation index
(bi) range from –29.7 to 10.3. French real estate
stocks have the lowest coefficient, whereas German
real estate stocks have the highest coefficient.
They are all not statistically significant at the 10%
level. Thus, they offer little hedging benefit against
expected inflation. Comparable results are also
documented for unexpected inflation (gi) in which
insignificant unexpected inflation coefficients are
found in all markets. Overall, the results are
consistent with those reported in previous studies
in which real estate stocks do not exhibit any
short-run inflation-hedging characteristics (Hoesli
et al. 1997; Hoesli et al. 2008; Stevenson 2001).
Given the insignificant relationship between real
estate stocks and inflation over the short run, it
is not surprising to find low R2 values. Similar
results are also found by Liu et al. (1997).
Importantly, the results from Table 4 also
offer some indirect support to the view of inflation
illusion. Accordingly to Piazzesi and Schneider
(2008) and Hardin III et al. (2012), investors
could suffer with inflation illusion in the short
run, although they will adjust the bias in the long
run4. Hence, inflation hedging efficiency of real
estate stocks should only be documented in the
4A

closer examination of inflation illusion of European
real estate stocks is beyond of the scope of this study.
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long run. This argument is also consistent with the
argument of Chatrath and Liang (1998) and Hoesli
et al. (2008) in which a long-run relationship that
may present between the value of equities and
movements in inflation; thereby inflation-hedging
efficiency of real estate stocks is presented in the
long run.
In summary, this section has clearly shown
that European real estate stocks do not act as a
good hedge against anticipated and unexpected
inflation in the short run. Therefore, it is essential
to examine the inflation-hedging effectiveness of
real estate stocks in the long run.
Long-run equilibriums
The preceding section has documented little inflation-hedging ability of European real estate
stocks over a short run. Recognising the difference between short-run and long-run, this section
examines inflation-hedging characteristics of real
estate stocks in the long run. Table 5 reports the
inflation-hedging properties of European real estate stocks in the long run. The empirical results
are produced by the DOLS model.
As hypothesised, the coefficient of ln(EINFI),
the logarithm of the expected inflation index, in
the UK is positive and statistically significant
at 1% level, reflecting that British property
stocks are positively responsive to the expected
inflation index in the long run. The results are
also consistent with the findings of Hoesli et al.
(2008) and support the Fisher (1930) hypothesis,
which real estate stocks serve as a good hedge
against anticipated inflation. Comparable results
are also illustrated in the French and German real
estate stock markets. Specifically, the expected
inflation index coefficients for France and German
are positive and statistically significant at 10%,
suggesting that France and German real estate
stocks offer some protection against expected
inflation. The long-run inflation-hedging results
also indicate the importance of distinguishing
long-run from short-run impacts. The results also
support the finding of Hoesli et al. (2008) in which
real estate does gradually adjust to changes in
inflation though an error correction adjustment
process to the long-run relationship. Therefore,
it is reasonable to document a positive hedge of
real estate stocks in the long run. In addition, the
results also offer some indirect support to the view
of inflation illusion that is documented by Hardin
III et al. (2012) in which real estate stocks are
linked to inflation information in the long run.
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Table 5. Long-run inflation-hedging ability of real estate stocks
Markets

UK

France

Germany

Poland

Czech Republic

Constant

–0.055
(–0.767)

–0.151
(–1.269)

1.166
(4.572)

0.250
(1.019)

–1.136
(–2.359)**

ln(EINF)

1.282
(3.450)***

2.528
(1.735)*

5.905
(1.750)*

16.656
(0.405)

2.390
(0.901)

ln(UEINF)

4.555
(3.540)***

8.487
(2.286)**

2.867
(0.937)

–10.809
(–0.366)

–8.500
(–2.130)**

ln(MS)

0.155
(3.645)***

1.494
(3.275)***

–2.864
(–2.188)***

–1.229
(–0.453)

–4.205
(–3.218)***

ln(IPR)

4.148
(6.428)***

0.580
(2.124)**

1.220
(5.929)***

7.790
(5.318)***

1.448
(1.134)

R2

0.856

0.931

0.342

0.748

0.601

Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients for the DOLS test. The model is estimated by
ln( REIt ) = β0 + β1 ln( EINFt ) + β2 ln(UEINFIt ) + β3 ln( MSt ) + β4 ln( IPRt ) +
p

∑

p

∑

γ3k ∆ ln( MSt + k ) +
γ 4 k ∆ ln( IPRt + k ) + ξt ,
k=
k=
−p
−p

p

∑

γ1k ∆ ln( EINFt + k ) +

p

∑

γ 2k ∆ ln(UEINFt + k ) +
k=
k=
−p
−p

where: ln() is the natural logarithm; REIt is the property stock return index at the time t; EINFIt and UEINFIt are
expected and unexpected inflation indices at the time t respectively; MSt is money supply at the time t and IPRt
is industrial production at the time t. Contemporaneous, lagging and leading differences have been included in the
equation estimations, although the parameters are not reported. T-values are presented in parentheses. The Newey-West
produced is used to correct the standard errors for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. *, **, *** denotes significance
at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.

On contrary, a positive and insignificant
coefficient of expected inflation is observed in
Poland and the Czech Republic. Even though the
results from these emerging markets in Europe
are consistent with the finding of Lee et al.
(2011) from three Asian emerging markets, the
above evidence contradicts the results found from
British, French and German real estate stocks,
implying that investors from Poland and the
Czech Republic would receive marginal expected
inflation protection by investing in real estate
stocks. Importantly the results also suggest
that investing in real estate stocks to avoid the
expected inflation risk could be a vain exercise
for investors from these markets. The long-run
inflation-hedging results from emerging markets
are at odd with the view of Hoesli et al. (2008),
Piazzesi and Schneider (2008) and Hardin III
et al. (2012) in which anticipated inflation-hedging
should be documented in the long run.
The inconclusive results further highlight the
discrepancy between developed and emerging
markets. It should be noted that property markets
in the UK, France and Germany are developed
markets. In reality, these are one of the largest
and most active property markets in Europe. As a
developed property market, the market has a higher
degree of institutional investors’ participation.
Recently, Devos et al. (2013) have also found that
institutional investors prefer mature REITs with

lower risk and larger size. Therefore, it appears
that real estate stocks in developed markets
are much appealing to institutional investors.
Furthermore, institutional investors are well
informed and more rational investors. Importantly,
a more sophisticated investor base improves
information flow and facilitates information
gathering (Zeiring et al. 1997); thereby investors
will able to adjust and respond to inflation stocks
in the long run. On the other hand, the Polish and
Czech property markets are emerging markets.
Given the markets are characterised by less
informed and less rational investors, it is not
surprisingly to find that investors in emerging
markets are unable to react to inflation changes
correctly. Moreover, Hoesli et al. (2008) have also
found that real estate is different in both the longrun relationship and inflation adjustment process.
Coupled with the institutional involvement
conjecture as investors are less informed investors
in emerging markets, they would have a slower
inflation adjustment process; thereby weaker
long-run inflation-hedging benefits should be
documented in the emerging markets. In short,
the mixed results from developed and emerging
markets support the view of Lee and Lee (2012)
in which inflation-hedging properties are related
to institutional investors. Specifically, an enhanced
inflation-hedging effectiveness of real estate stocks
is observed in an advanced property market. This
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also highlights the institutional involvement is not
only related to calendar anomaly puzzles (Lee, Lee
2003; Kohers et al. 2004; Chan et al. 2005), but
also to inflation-hedging ability (Lee, Lee 2012).
Another result worth noting is that the
coefficients for the unexpected inflation indices.
As highlighted by Newell (1996), investors are
also concerned with inflation hedging against to
unexpected inflation with reference to unexpected
inflation is not directly priced into the market.
It appears that real estate stocks in developed
markets, except Germany, offer a good hedge against
unexpected inflation in light of the documented
positive and statistically significant unexpected
inflation coefficients in Table 4, indicating that
real estate stocks in the UK and France can offer
some positive hedge against unexpected inflation.
In Germany, a positive coefficient is illustrated,
whereas it is statistically insignificant, signifying
that little hedging ability of German real estate
stocks against unexpected inflation in the long
run. This could be attributed to a lower degree of
institutional involvement in Germany compared to
the UK and France. It is clearly demonstrated in
Table 1. Westerheide (2006) also found that the
German securitised real estate market behaved
differently from other markets. He explained that
the German market is at a different development
stage (low institutional involvement) compared
to other developed markets. This is further
supported by the figures from the EPRA. As of
February 2013, the real estate securities market
in Germany is relatively smaller (4%) compared
to the UK (6%) and France (7%) (EPRA 2013).
Another possible explanation is the extremely low
average value of the rate of unexpected inflation
(0.009% per month) in Germany. Importantly,
Hoesli et al. (2008) also suggest that the long-run
unexpected inflation component should not be of
concern if the unexpected inflation rate was low.
The mixed results of unexpected inflation are
also consistent with previous findings (Stevenson
2001; Maurer, Sebastian 2002). In contrast, in all
emerging markets, estimates on the unexpected
inflation index are negative, indicating that real
estate stocks in these markets do not offer a good
hedge against unexpected inflation. Again, the
finding further highlights the differences between
emerging and developed property markets.
Some interesting observations are noted with
regards to the coefficients of the logarithm of
money supply. Money supply always features in
the models in which a positive and significant
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coefficient in the UK and French markets. This
means that real estate stock investors in the UK
and France could benefit from the increase of
money supply. The results are consistent with
the empirical evidence of previous studies such as
Homa and Jaffee (1971) and Darrat and Glascock
(1989). However, money supply is negatively
related to real estate stocks in other markets. This
can be attributed to more pro-cyclical monetary
policies in the UK and France (Rushid, Kim 2008).
Importantly, the observed difference also implies
that British and French real estate stocks are
relatively attractive when the general economic
climate is poor compared to German, Polish and
Czech real estate stocks. Reference to ln(IPR),
the logarithm of industrial production variable,
it exhibits that industrial production features in
all developed markets, where it is positively and
statistically significant related to real estate stock
returns. The results support the Fama’s (1981)
proxy hypothesis and indicate that future economic
prospects and business expansion increase the
demand of real estate and real estate stocks in
these markets. However, no significant coefficient
is evident in the Czech Republic. As discussed
earlier, developed and emerging markets have
significant different characteristics. Hence it is
not very surprising to find dissimilar results from
developed and emerging markets. The results
reported here can be explained in a similar fashion.
Overall, the DOLS empirical evidence clearly
provides a broad confirmation of prior empirical
and theoretical work in which real estate stocks
are linked in the long-run to anticipated inflation.
However, comparable evidence is not found in
emerging markets, reflecting that the long-run
expected inflation-hedging ability of real estate
stocks are related to institutional involvement.
This supports the hypothesis of Lee and Lee
(2012) institutional involvement hypothesis. The
finding has some important implications to policy
makers and investors in which the involvement
of institutional investors is essential. In addition,
it should be noted that the results are explicitly
generalisation to strong developed markets with
a higher degree of institutional investors.
Comparative analysis of general
equity stocks
A comparative analysis of general equity stock
returns was also performed. Table 6 presents the
DOLS estimates from Equation (3) for common
stocks in the five developed and emerging markets.
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Table 6. Long-run inflation-hedging ability of common stocks
Markets

UK

France

Germany

Poland

Czech Republic

Constant

–0.062
(–1.675)

–0.052
(–0.499)

–0.830
(–4.734)***

–0.248
(2.156)**

–0.712
(–2.968)***

ln(EINF)

4.014
(14.094)***

2.755
(2.299)**

–0.789
(–0.869)

–31.267
(–1.286)

0.763
(0.813)

ln(UEINF)

5.452
(5.739)***

8.022
(2.357)**

4.270
(4.434)**

27.924
(1.619)

0.764
(0.571)

ln(MS)

–0.079
(–1.212)

0.668
(1.851)*

2.002
(5.712)***

–3.768
(–2.388)**

0.1667
(0.216)

ln(IPR)

3.132
(6.755)***

1.751
(7.493)***

1.504
(17.916)***

4.197
(5.738)***

2.835
(3.897)***

R2

0.935

0.887

0.874

0.863

0.890

Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients for the DOLS test. The model is estimated by
ln(Stockt ) = β0 + β1 ln(EINFt ) + β2 ln(UEINFIt ) + β3 ln(MSt ) + β4 ln(IPRt ) +
p

∑γ

p

∑

γ 4 k ∆ ln(IPRt + k ) + ξt ,
3k ∆ ln(MSt + k ) +
−p
−p
k=
k=

p

∑γ

p

∑

γ 2k ∆ ln(UEINFt + k ) +
1k ∆ ln(EINFt + k ) +
−p
−p
k=
k=

where: ln() is the natural logarithm; Stockt is the common stock return index at the time t; EINFIt and UEINFIt
are expected and unexpected inflation indices at the time t respectively; MSt is money supply at the time t and IPRt
is industrial production at the time t. Contemporaneous, lagging and leading differences have been included in the
equation estimations, although the parameters are not reported. T-values are presented in parentheses. The Newey-West
produced is used to correct the standard errors for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. *, **, *** denotes significance
at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.

By simply comparing the magnitudes of b1 and
b2 coefficients in Tables 5 and 6, it is clearly shown
that the inflation-hedging performances of common
stocks are broadly similar to the real estate stocks.
The results are in line with the findings of Hoesli
et al. (2008) based on their UK and US results.
Nevertheless, no similar evidence is found in
Germany. The German results are contrary to
the findings in previous section, reflecting that
the underlying assets, management behaviours
and the structure of firms do have influences on
their inflation-hedging abilities (Hoesli et al. 2008).
It should be noted that real estate stock returns
heavily rely on the performance of the underlying
assets. Besides, unlike common stocks, real estate
stocks, particularly REITs have less flexibility for
management influence such as the high dividend
distribution requirement. Therefore, it is not too
surprising to find dissimilar results from real
estate stocks and common stocks. Importantly, the
results imply that German investors view German
real estate stocks as a separate asset class. This
also highlights the importance of a specific study of
real estate stocks. In addition, both common stocks
and real estate stocks in the emerging markets
do not act as a good hedge against inflation. In
reality, both assets are almost independently from
anticipated and unexpected inflation rates.
In short, the long-run inflation-hedging
efficiency of common stocks, in general, is very

comparable to real estate stocks in which it is
only documented in developed markets. In other
words, the results are broadly supportive to the
institutional involvement hypothesis in which
developed markets exhibit stronger inflationhedging effectiveness compared to emerging
markets in light of a higher degree of institutional
investors participation in advanced markets5.
Long-run inflation-hedging properties
in developed and emerging markets
To shed more light of the inflation-hedging effectiveness of real estate stocks in developed and
emerging markets, the efficiency of developed and
emerging real estate stocks is further inspected
from a broader point of view. The above results
indicate the differing degree of inflation-hedging
by different countries, particularly the degree of
hedging against inflation is stronger in advanced
markets compared to emerging markets. The differences can be attributed to the involvement
level of institutional investors in these markets.
Whilst this is a possible cause, particularly given
the evidence provided earlier in this paper with
5 The

short-run inflation-hedging properties of common
stocks are also investigated by using the Fama
and Schwert Model. Again, comparable results are
demonstrated in which no significant link between
inflation and common stocks. The results are not
reported for brevity.
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respect to inflation-hedging effectiveness of real
estate stocks, the results may just be specific to
our sample.
In particular, there is still a critical remaining
question of whether the abovementioned results
in developed and emerging markets could be
generalised to all developed and emerging markets
in Europe or the findings are attributed to the
sample selection. This is a key issue for investors
and one that will enable more informed investment
decision making. To address this issue, we revised
the Equation (2) in which the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT
Developed Europe index and the FTSE ERPA/
NAREIT Emerging Europe index were introduced
for developed and emerging markets respectively.
The use of two aggregate indices would also
overcome the limitation of small sample size for
each individual index’s computation, particularly
in the emerging markets6. The modified DOLS
model for developed markets can be represented
as follows:
ln(DREIt ) = β0 + β1 ln(EINFt ) + β2 ln(UEINFIt ) +
β3 ln(MSt ) + β4 ln(IPRt ) +
p

∑

γ 2k ∆ ln(UEINFt + k ) +

p

∑ γ1k ∆ ln(EINFt +k ) +

k= − p
p

∑

γ3k ∆ ln(MSt + k ) +
k=
−p
k=
−p
p

∑ γ4k ∆ ln(IPRt +k ) + ξt ,

(4)

k= − p

where: DREIt represents the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT
Developed Europe index. Given the defined strong
inflation-hedging results in developed markets
(the UK, France and Germany) in Table 5, it
is hypothesised that there should be a positive
association between the FTSE ERPA/NAREIT
Developed Europe index and British, French and
German expected inflation rates.
On the other hand, the inflation-hedging ability
of emerging real estate stocks can be estimated as
follows:
ln(EREIt ) = β0 + β1 ln(EINFt ) + β2 ln(UEINFIt ) +
β3 ln(MSt ) + β4 ln(IPRt ) +

6

p

∑ γ1k ∆ ln(EINFt +k ) +

k= − p

The property indices in emerging markets are
constructed based on a smaller sample size compared
to developed markets. This limitation of data should
be borne in mind. Therefore, a robustness check based
on the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed and Emerging
Europe indices will provide alternative results.

p

∑
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p

∑

γ 2k ∆ ln(UEINFt + k ) +
γ3k ∆ ln(MSt + k ) +
−p
−p
k=
k=
p

∑ γ4k ∆ ln(IPRt +k ) + ξt ,

(5)

k= − p

where: EREIt represents the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT
Emerging Europe index. Insignificant coefficients
of expected and unexpected inflation in emerging
markets are expected with respect to the weak
inflation-hedging results that are documented in
Table 5 for Poland and the Czech Republic.
The initial results from this analysis are reported
in Table 7 and the findings for the developed
markets, as shown in Panel A, demonstrate that
the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Europe
index is positively related to expected inflation in
the UK, France and Germany, with a significant
and positive coefficient of expected inflation is
evident in these markets. The results indicate
that the baseline results in Table 5 are robust.
In other words, the inflation-hedging effectiveness
is more likely documented in a developed market.
As discussed earlier, advanced markets are
characterised with more institutional investors
who are more informed investors. Importantly,
the participation of institutional investors would
enhance the information flow and assist real estate
stocks more accurately to reflect the performance
of underlying real estate (Zeiring et el. 1997). In
other words, investors in this market can have a
faster inflation adjustment process. Therefore it
is intuitively appealing to find strong inflationhedging results in these developed markets.
The results reported in Table 7B reveal that
little link is found between the FTSE EPRA/
NAREIT Emerging Europe index and anticipated
and unexpected inflations in Poland and the Czech
Republic. Specifically the coefficients of expected
and unexpected inflation rates for Poland and the
Czech Republic are not statistically significant.
The results are expected in light of the weak
inflation-hedging features of Polish and Czech
real estate stocks that are found in Table 5,
confirming that emerging property markets offer
little inflation-hedging benefits. This is a similar
finding to that reported by Lee et al. (2011) in the
three emerging property markets in Asia. The fact
that little hedging benefits in emerging markets
would also support the explanation is to why
institutional investors prefers developed markets
that characterised as lower risk, more mature
and larger market capitalisation in comparison to
emerging markets.
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Table 7A. Long-run inflation-hedging effectiveness of developed real estate stocks
Market

UK

France

Germany

Constant

–0.509
(–2.925)***

–0.516
(–1.977)**

0.077
(0.815)

ln(EINF)

1.676
(1.991)**

4.149
(1.777)*

13.121
(11.777)***

ln(UEINF)

17.358
(5.800)***

12.724
(3.118)***

0.379
(0.384)

ln(MS)

–0.061
(0.601)

0.363
(0.531)

–3.274
(–7.632)***

ln(IPR)

6.818
(5.233)***

1.166
(3.485)***

0.614
(7.123)***

R2

0.861

0.864

0.875

Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients for the DOLS test. The model is estimated by
ln(DREIt ) = β0 + β1 ln(EINFt ) + β2 ln(UEINFIt ) + β3 ln(MSt ) + β4 ln(IPRt ) +
p

∑

p

∑

γ3k ∆ ln(MSt + k ) +
γ 4 k ∆ ln(IPRt + k ) + ξt ,
−p
−p
k=
k=

p

∑γ

k= − p

2k ∆ ln(UEINFt + k ) +

where: ln() is the natural logarithm; DREIt is the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Europe index at the time t; EINFIt
and UEINFIt are expected and unexpected inflation indices at the time t respectively; MSt is money supply at the time
t and IPRt is industrial production at the time t. Contemporaneous, lagging and leading differences have been included
in the equation estimations, although the parameters are not reported. T-values are presented in parentheses. The
Newey-West produced is used to correct the standard errors for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. *, **, *** denotes
significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.

Table 7B. Long-run inflation-hedging effectiveness of emerging real estate stocks
Market

Poland

Czech Republic

Constant

–154.778
(–0.096)

–22.322
(–0.281)

ln(EINF)

44.155
(0.088)

–2.052
(–0.016)

ln(UEINF)

0.796
(0.005)

40.441
(1.009)

ln(MS)

–5.733
(–6.311)***

15.831
(2.759)***

ln(IPR)

4.013
(2.971)***

5.083
(4.265)***

R2

0.953

0.822

Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients for the DOLS test. The model is estimated by
ln(EREIt ) = β0 + β1 ln(EINFt ) + β2 ln(UEINFIt ) + β3 ln(MSt ) + β4 ln(IPRt ) +
p

∑

p

∑

γ3k ∆ ln(MSt + k ) +
γ 4 k ∆ ln(IPRt + k ) + ξt ,
−p
−p
k=
k=

p

∑γ

k= − p

2k ∆ ln(UEINFt + k ) +

where: ln() is the natural logarithm; EREIt is the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Emerging Europe index at the time t; EINFIt
and UEINFIt are expected and unexpected inflation indices at the time t respectively; MSt is money supply at the time
t and IPRt is industrial production at the time t. Contemporaneous, lagging and leading differences have been included
in the equation estimations, although the parameters are not reported. T-values are presented in parentheses. The
Newey-West produced is used to correct the standard errors for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. *, **, *** denotes
significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.

Collectively, the inflation-hedging results
for the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed and
Emerging Europe indices support the view of an
enhanced long-run, inflation-hedging result is only
presented in developed markets, suggesting that
our preceding results in Table 5 is not due to our
sample selection. Importantly, the results also

further reinforce the notions of (1) the institutional
involvement hypothesis (Lee, Lee 2012), (2) a more
sophisticated investor base improves information
flow and strengths information-gathering process
(Badrinath et al. 1995; Ziering et al. 1997; Lee et al.
2008) and (3) the gradual inflation adjustment
process in the long run (Hoesli et al. 2008).
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Robustness checks
To enhance the robustness of the baseline findings,
several robustness checks were performed.
First, the asymmetric response to inflation was
examined in respect to Simpson et al. (2007)
have demonstrated the importance of capturing
the asymmetric response of US REIT returns to
inflation. They posited that US REIT returns do
display a negative relationship with inflation.
However this is predominantly the case when the
inflation of the surprise is negative. The Simpson
et al. (2007) approach was performed as follows:
Rit = α + γRt −1 + βMKTt + λ + πtu + + λ − πtu − + χ + πte + + χ − πte − ,

(6)

where: Rt represents the nominal asset return at
the time t; MKTt is the market return; πtu + is a
vector taking on the value of unexpected change
in the inflation-related variable when it is positive
and zero otherwise; πtu − represents a vector that
contains the value of the surprise in the inflationrelated variable is negative and zero otherwise;
πte + is a vector that contains the value of expected
inflation rates if it is positive and zero otherwise
and πte − is a vector that contains the value of
expected inflation rates when it is negative and zero
otherwise. Table 8 presents another perspective of
Table 4 by incorporating the asymmetric effects.
Results reveal that European real estate stocks
are almost independently from expected and
unexpected inflation in respect to the documented
insignificant coefficients for both positive and
negative expected and unexpected changes in
inflation. The results here represent a departure
from the finding of Simpson et al. (2007) from
US REITs. The differences between Simpson
Table 8. Asymmetric impact of inflation on real estate
stock returns
Market

Coefficient

t-statistics

Lag returns
MKT
Unexpected inflation (+)
Unexpected inflation (–)
Expected inflation (+)
Expected inflation (–)

0.160

2.651***

0.001

4.893***

–0.831

–0.703

–0.933

–0.572

–1.690

–0.874

3.787

0.796

Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients for
a fixed-effect pooled regression that was proposed
by Simpson et al. (2007). The model is estimated by
Rit = α + γRt −1 + βMKTt + λ + πtu + + λ − πtu − + χ + πte + + χ − πte − .
The White’s (1980) produced is used to correct the standard errors for heteroskedasticity. *, **, *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.
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et al. (2007) and this study could be attributed
to different markets, highlighting international
evidence on the asymmetric response to inflation
should be provided. Another reason may simply be
the relatively little negative changes in inflation
in Europe over the study period, particularly for
emerging markets7. Overall, results here confirm
the preceding findings in which a weak inflationhedging ability of real estate stocks is found in the
short run8.
Second, one could make a case that comparing
the inflation-hedging results of developed markets
and emerging markets could incorporate some
biases in that different estimation windows
were employed. As such, the inflation-hedging
effectiveness of British, France, German and Czech
real estate stocks was re-estimated based the
estimation windows from February 2005 to July
2011. The new estimation window is consistent
with the Polish real estate stocks estimation
window. The results are displayed in Table 9.
The results exhibit that little inflation-hedging
benefit of real estate stocks in the short run, whereas
the long-run inflation-hedging characteristic is
evident in developed markets. Compared to the
results in Table 5, an enhancement of long-run
inflation-hedging ability of real estate stocks is
evident in developed markets. This offers some
further evidence to support that the long-run
inflation-hedging properties of real estate stocks
are related to the investor composition in the
markets. Given the rapid growth of real estate
securities in developed markets, it is reasonable to
expect a higher institutional investors’ involvement
in recent years. Therefore, an improved inflationhedging result is observed in these markets. The
findings are also consistent with the finding of
Lee and Lee (2012) in which a superior long-run
inflation-hedging result in US REITs is documented
in a more recent study period. Overall, the results
7 It

should be noted the Simpson et al. (2007) approach
is a fixed-effect pooled regression methodology. In this
study, we also utilised random-effect pooled and no
effect pooled regressions. However, the results suggest
that the baseline results are robust. Simpson et al.
(2007) also generalised their models into a time-series
analysis. We also performed the time-series regressions
for 5 markets. Again, no significant variation is found.
The results are available from the authors upon on
request.
8 We also utilised other types of short-run models such
as the capital asset pricing model under uncertain
inflation (Yobaccio et al. 1995) and the error-correction
model (Hoesli et al. 2008). Similar to the Fama and
Schwert (1977) model, the unreported results show
little inflation hedge ability of real estate stocks in the
short run.
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Table 9. Inflation-hedging characteristics of real estate stocks over 2005–2011
Market

UK

France

Germany

Czech Republic

Constant

–0.016
(–1.015)

0.149
(1.057)

–0.100
(–0.792)

–0.006
(–1.185)

Expected inflation

3.912
(0.900)

–71.121
(–1.077)

46.568
(0.744)

0.738
(0.399)

Unexpected inflation

4.735
(1.119)

–14.900
(–0.535)

–15.375
(–2.233)**

–0.421
(–0.931)

R2

0.047

0.026

0.062

0.025

Constant

–1.795
(–3.012)***

0.408
(0.646)

4.648
(12.914)***

–113.305
(–0.493)

ln(EINF)

9.052
(4.208)***

12.549
(2.181)**

22.097
(4.310)***

134.646
(0.373)

ln(UEINF)

0.381
(0.218)

–2.003
(–0.316)

18.115
(3.262)***

100.978
(0.971)

ln(MS)

–1.508
(–6.534)***

–2.773
(–1.968)*

–11.761
(–7.407)***

12.941
(0.887)

ln(IPR)

3.339
(7.875)***

0.302
(0.802)

0.114
(0.337)

1.723
(0.887)

R2

0.931

0.582

0.991

0.904

Panel A: Short-run

Panel B: Long run

Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients for the Fama and Schwert and DOLS tests. T-values are presented in
parentheses. The Newey-West produced is used to correct the standard errors for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
*, **, *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.

are comparable to the baseline results, suggesting
that the conclusion made earlier with respect to
the larger estimation period still hold in general
and in particular the institutional involvement is
related to the hedging effectiveness of real estate
stocks.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND INVESTMENT
IMPLICATIONS
European real estate stocks have received increasing attention from investors in recent years.
Numerous studies have examined the inflationhedging efficiency of European real estate stocks.
However, there have been no academic pieces of
work dedicated to the impact of institutional investors on the inflation-hedging effectiveness of
real estate stocks. This issue can be evaluated by
comparing the inflation-hedging properties of real
estate stocks in developed and emerging markets.
Therefore, this study aims to examine the inflation-hedging properties of real estate stocks in the
UK, France, Germany, Poland and the Czech Republic in the short run and long run.
The current study provides a number of
important insights. A summary of the inflationhedging characteristics of real estate stocks is also
exhibited in Table 10. Firstly, it appears that for
real estate stock investors, it is very difficult to

hedge the short-run inflation risk with reference
to little empirical evidence is found to support the
notion of real estate stocks act as a good hedge
against inflation in the short run even though the
asymmetric effect is controlled. The findings also
offer some indirect support to the assertions of (1)
Hardin III et al. (2012) that investors suffer with
inflation illusion in the short run and (2) Hoesli
et al. (2008) inflation adjustment process. Secondly,
strong long-run inflation-hedging results of real
estate stocks were evident in the UK, France and
Germany, suggesting that real estate stocks in
these developed markets do serve as a good hedge
against expected inflation in the long run. This
reflects that real estate stocks in these markets are
effective investment vehicles. Thirdly, a comparison
of the long-run inflation-hedging effectiveness
of real estate stocks in developed and emerging
markets find that the degree of hedging against
inflation is much stronger in developed markets.
Specifically, there is little evidence to support
real estate stocks in emerging markets serve as
a good hedge against inflation over the long run.
The findings support the institutional involvement
hypothesis of Lee and Lee (2012) in which a more
sophisticated investor base improves information
flow and facilitates information gathering (Badrinath et al. 1995; Ziering et al. 1997; Lee et al.
2008); thereby investors will able to anticipate and

Do European real estate stocks hedge inflation? Evidence from developed and emerging markets
Table 10. Summary of the inflation-hedging properties
of real estate stocks
Market

Expected
inflation

Unexpected
inflation

Panel A: Long-run inflation-hedging
UK

Yes

Yes

France

Yes

Yes

Germany

Yes

No

Poland

No

No

Czech Republic

No

No

Panel B: Short-run inflation-hedging
UK

No

No

France

No

No

Germany

No

No

Poland

No

No

Czech Republic

No

No

Notes: This table summarises the inflation-hedging properties of real estate stocks in the short run and long run.
The short-run inflation-hedging properties of real estate
stocks were examined by the Fama and Schwert (1977)
model. On contrary, the long-run inflation-hedging characteristics of real estate stocks were investigated by the
DOLS model.

incorporate inflation risk into investment returns
in the long run effectively. In contrast, given the
emerging markets are characterised with less
informed and less sophisticated investors, it is not
too surprisingly to find that investors in emerging
markets fail to do so.
These findings would have some far-reaching
practical implications to real estate stock investors,
fund managers and policy makers. First, investors
and fund managers should distinguish the impacts
of inflation on the short run and long run.
Specifically, the results confirm that real estate
stock investors may experience lower returns as a
result of inflation over the short run, although real
estate stocks in developed markets are effective risk
management tools to hedge the inflation risk over
the long run. Furthermore, investors, particularly
international property investors should also aware
of the fact that emerging markets not only have
different risk and return characteristics (Barry,
Rodriguez 2004), but also have dissimilar inflationhedging properties compared to developed markets.
The unique inflation-hedging characteristic in
emerging markets should also be considered
in their investment decision making. Thirdly,
policy makers should recognise the importance of
institutional investors. Importantly, institutional
investors would strengthen the informationgathering process and improve the information
flow; thereby the inflation-hedging effectiveness
of real estate stocks can be enhanced. Lastly,
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European real estate stocks in developed markets
are effective investment vehicles in response to the
effective inflation-hedging properties over the long
run. Therefore, real estate stocks in these markets
warrant consideration for inclusion in institutional
portfolios. For future research, a comparative study
of direct property merits further investigation9.
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